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About This Game

MAD-SECTOR

Go back the early nineties with Mad-Sector, a retro shooter that pays homage to the golden era of FPS's! Stuck within an insane
A.I's mind, you must carve your way through a twisting nest of heinous enemies, and hold yourself high above the corpses of

your captors!

WEAPONS: Six main weapons to find and use against the enemy...

LEVELS: Twenty five levels of fast paced retro FPS action spanning two episodes ...

GRAPHICS: Go old-skool with retro 2-D sprites...

GORE: Bucket loads of comical blood and gore. Just like the old days...

ENEMIES: Enough baddies to keep your trigger finger well oiled...

MUSIC: Custom Midi tunes to bop to, while bopping baddies...(composed by Tanner Helland)

DIFFICULTY: This game is HARD, but possible...
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Abandonware.. It's Doom. It's still great. Play it.. DubWars has a unique experience unlike anything I've ever seen before.
Though challenging to most including myself, its gameplay is indead one-of-a-kind. I'd personally recommend it to anyone whos
in to kickass dubstep and hardcore gaming. With that in mind, I give it a 6/10 ~ Ad8Pro | Gamerz Hotspot. Have a good maps
but is very unbalanced in some maps, in AT guns the allies have a bazooka the germans just granades, in others maps the
germans spawn points are very far of the battle and in the bocage the grass is bulletproof, too the sigth of the new weapons is a
little deviated.. TL;DR : A WW2-themed region of Normandy, France, usable for late-June to late-July 1944. Some
pockets of detail, but much of the map remains inaccurate, unfinished or of low quality. Performance is poor.

Full Review

The Normandy DLC is a map for DCS World. It is only the map, and does not contain any World War 2 tanks, ships,
aircraft, guns, infantry or any other "assets" (these are sold separately). At time of writing (May 2019), it is the only
WW2 map for DCS. However, Eagle Dynamics have stated that there are two more WW2 maps in development.

The Region

This is Normandy. Although there are some other areas (Brittany and Hauts-de-France), these are just coastal outlines,
to avoid an abrupt map edge, when flying at altitude. There is nothing in these regions; no towns, rivers or roads. Just
some repetitive tiled landscape of fields\/trees.

There is also the English coast, and a couple of airfields. Some people are upset about the lack of detail, missing towns,
etc.. I personally don't mind. The map is Normandy, not England, and having a least some bases there does allow cross
channel flights or somewhere for bombers to operate.

So, only Normandy is modelled and, even then, the areas in the north east (e.g. Dieppe) and southwest (e.g. Avranches)
are empty. Some areas are quite detailed, but this detail is not correct and there are many areas where it simply does
not match the historical terrain. Or, again, there are regions of the same tessellated empty landscape. Overall, the map
is rather small.

The Era

The time period stated on the product page is late June 1944. Actually, the presence of the included ALGs (Advanced
Landing Grounds; the Allied temporary airfields) makes it more like late July. So, you need to ignore these if you are
wanting to fly a D-Day mission or any of the initial sorties thereafter.

For the Allies

The map is designed for the Allies. It it their area of operation, and where they are attacking and engaging the
defending German army. All-but-one of the bases are ALGs, established RAF bases or captured areas. Normandy is a
required map for the WWI campaigns, Charnwood, Epsom, Big Show, etc. and it suits these well.

The Luftwaffe

There is a single Luftwaffe airfield (Evreux). There are three airfields used before D-day by the Luftwaffe (Lessay,
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Maupertus and Carpiquet) but these were abandoned by the Luftwaffe at the time in which this map is set. And you
need to ignore all the ALGs if you want to fly the pre-D-Day period (and, in any case, DCS only has one pre-D-Day
aircraft, the Spit.IX, so it is getting really contrived by then).

Modern?

Yes, in principle you can use it for modern operations. You can use any DCS asset on the map (incl. all the free modern
ground units, AI aircraft, etc.). Most ALGs are too rough and short for jets, but there are three paved runways that
can be used Carpiquet (France), Evreux (France) and Tangmere (England). You can place carriers in the English
Channel too. The map is okay for helicopters, but the landscape is extremely flat.

Performance

Performance is not good. I have all four maps, and Normandy has flickering areas, stutters and even "lag spikes" as
you go into new areas. I do not get this on the other three maps. And, although there are lots of remaining problems,
the developers have abandoned the product and have moved on to their next project.

Appearance

It is okay compared to other WW2 games, but it still does not compare well to any of the other DCS maps. The product
description says there are "multiple seasons"... there are NOT. There is no autumn browns or winter snow. The scenery
is repetitive tiles of texture in many places. The iconic beaches of Normandy are dull. The towns are inaccurate and
bland in many places... or even simply missing.

Conclusion

The fact that it is the only WW2 map currently available is the ONLY saving grace for this DLC. However, that will
change one day. You might need this map for the WW2 campaigns or for WW2 multiplayer. But even now, only some
multiplayer servers use this map (others are still on the Caucasus). Maybe it is worth getting on sale, as a bundle with
the WW2 assets pack. But otherwise, forget it... just use the free Caucasus area and wait for the next WW2 maps.

Footnote

The developers of Normandy (UGRA Media) are now making a Syria Map for DCS. Given the lacklustre product here,
I would urge extreme caution before purchasing their next offering.. Doesnt even work what a rip. A cute, kid-friendly
visual novel!

Kitten Adventures in City Park is a very short game. It is about a kitten helping own his owner by finding all her lost items.

The graphics are very cute, and resemble a story book made by a child. The hand-drawn style of the illustrations makes each
part of the map stand out, making it easy to understand where you are. I really liked how dynamic kitten was. He never
looked pasted onto a map, he always fit into the illustration doing something new each time.

The only issue I have with this is kitten's constant talking. Kitten repeating everything the player clicks on is a bit annoying,
and the game is easy enough to figure out without that.

While it is not the deepest game, or the best visual novel you'll ever play, Kitten Adventures is a short and sweet game that's
cute and enjoyable. That being said, it'll be more fun for a younger demographic.
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So this is another rogue-like dungeon crawler. This game has the unique aspect where the skill tree is random every time you
play it. I was hoping this would make things exciting and truly make every game feel different. Unfortunately\u2026. It really
doesn't.

This is because the skills really aren't a core part of your gameplay, since the cooldown is only reduced by killing enemies, and
the cooldown of most abilities is like 7-10\u2026\u2026 so you will only be able to use them every 3rd room or so. For bosses,
you will only be able to use them once, so it's really not a good idea to rely on your abilities (they're not all that interesting
anyways. Some abilities are shields, some abilities let you passively do burn\/poison damage, some abilities do a lot of
physical\/magical damage to enemies, etc\u2026 Pretty standard stuff)

Instead, most of your time will be spent running around in a circle sniping enemies. See, you're given a melee and a ranged
weapon. The developers tried to encourage you to use both by having ranged weapons do more damage to melee enemies and
melee weapons to more damage and stun ranged enemies. Unfortunately, this wasn't enough, and it's correct to use your ranged
weapon in like 95% of situations (the other 5% are 1 type of enemy who have shields that deflect ranged weapons and can only
be destroyed by melee attacks. Far more enemies needed to have something like this to encourage melee combat).

While this would be fine if enemies posed a challenge, they really don't. I was thinking that because this game had a "dodge"
button, the enemies' attacks would be designed in such a way that you HAVE to dodge in order to avoid damage (e.g. like Enter
the Gungeon). NOPE. You can just stay at range and run around in circles shooting at the enemy until they're dead. Hell this
works on ALL bosses I encountered, including the final boss.

Because "running around in circles shooting at enemies" is the easiest way to beat the game, your core strategy is also going to
be the same in all runs. "Scavenge" enemies for money for the 1st-3rd dungeons. Buy the item that gives you +10 ranged
weapon damage and +75% movement speed in the shop. The shop always has the same items and they increase in price as you
go up in levels, which is why it's best to buy the items as fast as possible. In addition, enemies drops from "scavenging" only
increase by like 50-100% as you reach the final level but the drops from "absorbing" enemies go up by around 400%, so it's
better to scavenge early and absorb later.

Finally, there are a bunch of annoying design decisions made throughout the game:
\t\u2022 There's a "burn" effect that DESTROYS A PIECE OF YOUR EQUIPMENT\u2026\u2026. Omg. Why have
this\u2026.. Just\u2026\u2026 why. It's not THAT bad if you carry around a salve that can heal your burns that you can buy
from the shop. This item can be used 3 times. However, if you ever run out in a floor and you lose a piece of valuable
equipment due to burn, that is absolutely rage-inducing.
\t\u2022 You can only carry around 6 "passive and consumable" items at a time\u2026\u2026God dammit -_- . Guess what,
consumables are usually more important than passive stat boosts, since consumables can restore health, prevent burn damage,
and refill ammo. Every run, and multiple times within those runs, I had to leave a valuable passive item, which contributed to all
the runs feeling samey.

So this is a rogue-like dungeon crawler where you're going to be using the same core strategy and weapon for all your runs and
you're disincentivized from carrying around multiple passive items. And each run takes like 1 hour to finish\u2026\u2026 I
finished 2 runs (both 1st try). There are 4 difficulties that unlock as you beat the previous one. I was going to beat all the
difficulties but I died on my 3rd run because I got really cocky and forgot to use 3 FULL HEALTH potions in my inventory
(lol). I was thinking of trying again\u2026.. But it just wouldn't be very fun so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it.. I took the white
character, i got all perks and won huge

the black character lost

#WhitePrivilege

10\/10. More like Yume Nikki than the new Yume Nikki that came out early last year. If you like that sort of thing, you'll
probably like this. If not, you probably won't. There are a lot of similarities in design and influence.. I have played this on the
mobile. Such a great game, songs are brilliant. Especially if you are an Avenged Sevenfold fan. Which I am 100%. The guys
have done a great job. Highly recommend to any Avenged or non avenged fan. Even if you don't like Avenged, I reckon you'll
enjoy the game! It's pretty much like Darksiders!. I can see speedrunners picking up this game for fun.
But even for those that are not that well at platfomers, it's a really well balanced game.
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It starts off quite easily but it puts harder levels into the randomized pool as you progress in arcade mode.
I tend to pick up this game for a short time after a long day of work.
What's more is that I can easily show this game to my friends and play together with local multiplayer.

In other words, great fun in short bursts.. Ya pizza what u want? lemme get uhhhhhhhhhh boneless pizza wit a 2 liter of
coke\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665kind of pizza?? and 2 liter machine broke we got 1 liter
tho\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665u mean B aight look lemme get that pizza boneless uh? pizza dont got bone on it tf did i
just say then you said, lemme get it boneless like pizza got a dam bone in it yall got bones in ya sht then nah so whats the
problem D1CK HEAD name one pizza that got bone on it just dont put them shts in my pizza bruh how many times i gotta say it
bruh just explain to me how the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665pizza can be boneless? if it dont got bone in it iss boneless
son what school u go to dawg i don't understand the problem just make my sht boneless
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